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Progressus PSA:
Power of the Platform

One cloud, one security
model, one data model, and
a common user interface
for all your business and
productivity applications.
Built on Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business
Central and native to the Microsoft Intelligent
Cloud, the most cost-effective platform for small
and medium businesses. Easy to deploy, simple
to configure and manage, and unique in how it
can virtually eliminate the cost and complexity
of deployment and integration.

The Microsoft Intelligent Cloud
The Microsoft Intelligent Cloud is built on
Microsoft Azure and encompasses Microsoft
Services including Office 365, Dynamics
365, PowerBI, Flow, and PowerApps plus
AppSource, an ecosystem of approved and
certified add-ons and applications.

Multi-language, multi-currency
The platform can support your business
operations locally and globally regardless of
your geography.

Secure, Private, and Compliant
The Microsoft Intelligent Cloud is an energyefficient infrastructure spanning more than 100
highly secure facilities worldwide, linked by
one of the largest networks on earth. Microsoft
leads the industry in establishing clear security
and privacy requirements and then consistently
meeting these requirements.
Azure meets a broad set of international and
industry-specific compliance standards, such
as General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
ISO 27001, HIPAA, FedRAMP, SOC 1 and SOC 2,
as well as country-specific standards, including
Australia IRAP, UK G-Cloud, and Singapore
MTCS.
Rigorous third-party audits, such as those done
by the British Standards Institute, verify Azure’s
adherence to the strict security controls these
standards mandate.

Progressus
Native Interoperability

Modular and Extensible

Native interoperability between CRM, ERP, and
PSA functionality, Microsoft PowerBI, Microsoft
SharePoint, Microsoft Office 365 plus other
Dynamics 365 and Azure-hosted applications
means processes and data can flow through all
apps and services with no coding or complex
integration.

Start with what you need and grow at your own
pace to run your entire business in the cloud.
You can add additional Microsoft Dynamics 365
apps for more comprehensive sales, marketing,
customer service, field service, or talent
capabilities and leverage pre-built applications
through Microsoft AppSource, Microsoft’s online
marketplace for cloud business apps where the
largest community of developers continues to
extend the platform with new industry and business
functionality.

The platform’s Common Data Service is an Azure–
based business application platform that does the
heavy lifting of bringing together your data so you
can simply deliver insights and process automation
that matter to you.
Integration beyond the Microsoft Intelligent
Cloud is simple through easy to use, standard
technologies like Microsoft Flow, Azure Logic
Apps, and RESTful Web Services.

You can use Power Apps and Microsoft Flow to
compose new applications and simply extend
existing business processes, or leverage
Extensions 2.0 to develop more specialized or
advanced functionality.

Take the first step!
We can help assess where you are and where you need to be.
Learn more: https://progressussoftware.com
Progressus was created by Plumbline Consulting, the leader in developing Microsoft-based solutions for professional services
firms and project-based businesses for over 20 years. Over the years, we’ve delivered thousands of business management
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solutions to customers in just about industry you can think of with project management or project accounting
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PSA was built on the wealth of knowledge that can only come from the experience of working with such a large, broad and
diverse set of industry customers.

